The increased terror threat level has led many countries to re-evaluate how they screen large cargo passing through their borders. Richard Mastronardi weighs the various screening and inspection technologies available.

**INSIDE CARGO**

With increased activity and renewed commitments by terrorist groups to undermine the values of developed nations, implementing a comprehensive security strategy is the top priority for many security professionals. Terrorist efforts to disrupt the supply chain and global economy is contingent on their ability to transport and deploy weapons, explosives and other hazardous materials – and when cargo crosses a land or sea border, it presents an opportunity to inspect containers, trucks, cars, and other conveyances. But what inspection technologies and tools are effective, easy to use, safe for operators and drivers and well-suited for the mission?

Various forms of security screening and inspection tools have been deployed at ports, border crossings and entrances to important facilities. Traditionally, the most widely deployed methods include hand inspection, canines for identifying explosives or drugs, radiation monitoring systems for finding nuclear materials and devices, and X-ray imaging systems for detecting a wide variety of contraband. More recently, emerging technologies and products have provided increased throughput, greater material specificity regarding the targeted threats, operational flexibility and products that incorporate complementary inspection modalities to increase the likelihood of detection.

For cargo and vehicle inspection, there are several factors that should be considered when developing a security screening strategy. Firstly, what are the types of threats and/or contraband that are most critical for the mission? Each inspection modality has its strengths and weaknesses, so identifying the priority of threats and contraband potentially concealed in cargo and vehicles can assist when selecting detection technology. For example, systems that are good at detecting weapons may not be optimal for finding explosives – and vice versa.

Next, what is the volume of cargo and/or vehicles to be inspected over a period of time? Will all cargo and/or vehicles be inspected at a specific site or selected at random locations? Will subjects for inspection be selected on the basis of gathered intelligence or other information profiles? Throughput requirements may require a tradeoff of inspection quality for speed of operation.

Finally, what is the concept of operations (conops)? Does the inspection system need to be flexible or mobile to accommodate changes in traffic flow or can traffic be consistently routed to a permanently located inspection facility? How much penetration into cargo is desired? Higher energy X-ray imaging systems, which provide deeper inspection penetration into cargo, require significant X-ray shielding for radiation safety. The weight and complexity of the shielding is a driving factor for system flexibility and mobility.

Of course, cost is also often an important factor. Cost includes the purchase of the equipment, installation, and life-cycle cost of operations and maintenance. The value judgment is a tradeoff of these costs against the critical nature of the mission. Inspection quality, including thoroughness, can be directly related to cost (better systems naturally often cost more money).

For inspection of cargo containers, large trucks, and cars, most of the deployed equipment consists of medium (3-4 MeV) or high-energy (6 MeV) X-ray transmission mobile and gantry systems. Over the last few years, new technology in the security market has provided increased throughput, more specific information regarding detected materials and the ability to detect a broader range of threats and contraband in cargo and vehicles. The most notable of these are: drive-through X-ray portals; high-energy dual-energy material discrimination; backscatter X-ray imaging.

Let’s first discuss transmission X-ray gantry systems. This technology is designed to scan stationary vehicles with cargo located in a container on a trailer or inside a fixed body truck. The X-ray inspection system consists of a high-energy X-ray source (such as a linear accelerator) and a detector array located on the opposite side of the vehicle relative to the X-ray source. Both the source and detector array are mounted on a set of rails and propelled down the rails to scan one or more vehicles at a relatively slow speed of about 0.2 to 0.4 meters per second. Transmission X-ray gantry systems are typically designed for maximum penetration of cargo and trucks and...
therefore use high-energy linear accelerators which emit significant amounts of radiation. Drivers and passengers must exit their vehicles and the scan tunnel prior to the scan to avoid exposure to excessive doses of radiation. The nature of gantry systems favours penetration and imaging performance over throughput.

Several types of portal systems have entered the market over the last few years. Drive-through portal systems offer a significant increase in throughput with some diminishment in imaging performance, including reduction in X-ray penetration and image resolution. Some systems also limit the inspection to areas of the vehicle where there is no driver or passenger. Typically, Portal systems favour throughput over penetration and imaging performance.

For X-ray transmission systems, information about a scanned object’s specific material can be gathered by scanning with two spectrums of energy. Dual-energy scanning provides insight into the atomic number of the materials as well as their X-ray absorption density characteristics. The result is a coloured image that can indicate which materials are likely to be plastic, steel or something in between. Although not a perfect indicator of specific materials due to clutter in complex cargos and other factors, dual-energy technology provides a helpful tool for evaluating potential threats and contraband.

**NEW TECHNOLOGY**

The Xpose® Miniature Contraband Detector/Density Meter

The Xpose contraband detector is a compact, lightweight, rugged handheld device designed to aid enforcement officials with the detection of hidden objects. The device represents a fully new generation of hand held contraband detection equipment, reflecting the changes in technology that have occurred over the years. It features the exciting new graphing capability - selectable by the operator.

- The Xpose is significantly smaller - about 30% lighter than any other density meter
- Incorporates internal components greatly reduce size and weight while improving detection capability with the latest in technological innovation.
- In addition to the 400 x 240 pixel Video-graphic display which is visible under all configurations this kit is the complete answer to contraband search, detection and identification using optional accessories.

- **Enforcement Kit (CEK)**

  - In addition to the 400 x 240 pixel Video-graphic display which is visible under all configurations this kit is the complete answer to contraband search, detection and identification using optional accessories.
  - **Technical surveillance Countermeasures**
    - Xpose represents a totally new generation of hand held contraband detection equipment, reflecting the changes in technology that have occurred over the years. It features the exciting new graphing capability - selectable by the operator.
    - The Xpose is significantly smaller - about 30% lighter than any other density meter
    - Incorporates internal components greatly reduce size and weight while improving detection capability with the latest in technological innovation.
    - In addition to the 400 x 240 pixel Video-graphic display which is visible under all configurations this kit is the complete answer to contraband search, detection and identification using optional accessories.

**SUPPLIERS OF ANTI-TERRORIST EQUIPMENT**

SDMS Security Products UK Limited, Elysium House, 126-128 New Kings Road, Fulham, LONDON SW6 4LZ

Tel: +44 (0)20 7731 8417 Fax: +44 (0)20 7610 9927 Email: sales@sdms.co.uk

SDMS are suppliers of anti-terrorist and internal security equipment to the governments of over 130 countries worldwide, as well as to many large corporate clients. We supply top-quality equipment at highly competitive prices. Most equipment is also supplied on our “fail or return” basis whereby, if a client is not completely satisfied with equipment we have supplied, it can be returned to us for a complete refund. SDMS also undertakes specialist training assignments, utilising some of the UK’s most experienced and highly qualified ex-government instructors.

- Anti-terror
- Surveillance
- Methods of entry
- Search - explosives, weapons and drugs
- Personal protection
- Counter-surveillance
- Property protection
- Police & special forces
- Training

The Sasrad Contraband Enforcement Kit (CEK)

The CEK is a list of heating pipe equipment for cargo inspection and highway interdiction and includes all the tools required for inspecting freight, vehicles, boats and planes. Each kit contains the Lightweight LED everything-in-the-handle articulating Fiberscopes. Hand-held contraband detectors and portable scanning systems. The CEK is the complete answer to contraband search, detection and identification using optional accessories.

- **VideoScopes Also Available**
  - The Ultimate Lightweight field portable LED Fiberscope
  - The Kingsville Vehicle Inspection Fiberscope

Ask for comparison data on our New Technology Equipment as compared to competitors on the market.

SAS R & D SERVICES INC. | 74 Box 61870 | South Florida Center | Florida 33318 USA
Tel: +1 954 432 1395 | Fax: +1 954 432 4189 | Web: www.sasd.com | Email: info@sasd.com

OVER 50 YEARS OF SERVICE TO GOVERNMENTS AND LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
Dual-energy is available for both gantry and portal X-ray transmission systems.

When X-rays interact with materials, they can either pass right through the material, be absorbed, or be scatter off molecules in all directions. When X-rays scatter, it is referred to as “Compton scattering”. The method for creating an X-ray image from Compton scattered X-rays in a backward direction (backscatter) was first developed and commercialised in the late 1980s. A very useful characteristic of backscatter is that it emanates primarily from lower atomic number materials (such as organics) but not from higher atomic number materials such as metal. As a result, backscatter enables material discrimination into general categories of organics and non-organics, and backscatter images highlight organic threats and contraband such as explosives, plastic weapons and drugs.

Backscattered X-rays tend to be lower energy than the X-rays that were initially directed at the inspection target. This limits the depth in the cargo from which backscattered X-rays can reemit to imaging detectors. At first this was viewed as a weakness when compared to transmission X-ray imaging, however, users of backscatter imaging systems have found that backscatter’s unique ability to highlight organic materials and the lack of superimposed objects in the image (a characteristic of transmission systems) provide a powerful tool for detecting threats and contraband. Backscatter has proven very effective in applications where the detection of organic materials (such as explosives and drugs in passenger vehicles, trucks and cargo) is the primary inspection objective.

When used as a complement to transmission X-rays, backscatter X-ray imaging increases detection capabilities. Some threats are more visible in transmission X-ray images (such as weapons and other metallic objects), while others are more apparent in backscatter X-ray images (such as explosives or drugs). In one particular case, blocks of heroin were hidden in boxes of Dunian fruit. The transmission X-ray image was too complex to allow for identification of the heroin blocks, while the strong smell of the fruit prevented canine detection. Backscatter imaging, however, was able to highlight the drugs clearly.

Backscatter X-ray inspection systems have been commercially available for years, both on mobile platforms and as standalone drive-through portal systems. Backscatter portal systems provide high throughput inspection of cars and trucks, with up to three views simultaneously (left side, right side, and top-down). The radiation exposure to drivers and passengers is very low and well within the limits of personnel X-ray standards, such as ANSI 43.17.

Combination systems that include both transmission X-rays and backscatter are also commercially available, deployed on gantry rails or as drive-through portal systems. Both types of system take advantage of the dual technologies to provide comprehensive inspections featuring high-energy transmission X-rays with dual-energy imaging as well as three-sided backscatter imaging.

By deploying X-ray scanning systems that feature high-energy transmission, dual-energy and backscatter technologies, security inspection operations are therefore significantly enhanced and the capability to identify threats and contraband is greatly increased. The combination of technologies provides the most comprehensive inspection solution for vehicles and cargo.

Richard Mastronardi is Chief Engineer at American Science and Engineering (AS&E), a worldwide leader in detection products for the security market. Richard is currently responsible for the development of AS&E’s next-generation products. He was previously Vice President of Business Development, where he was responsible for positioning AS&E’s X-ray security products into strategically focused businesses.